
















28 CHAPTER1 " THE CONCEPT OF LABOR 94 

And what is this concrete aspect of labor? Marx this not the program of advanced capitalist society? 
says: "The indifference as to the particular kind of Failing to conceive of a mode of social wealth other 
labor implies the existence of a highly developed than that founded on labor and production, 
aggregate of different species of concrete labor, none Marxism no longer furnishes in the long run a real 
of which is any longer the predominant one. So do alternative to capitalism. Assuming the generic ' 

the most general abstractions commonly arise only schema of production and needs involves an 
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where one feature appears to be jointly possessedpby law of value. Viewed correctly, this fantastic 1 
many, and to be common to a11."8 But if one type of proposition is both arbitrary and strange with 
labor no longer dominates all others, it is because respect to man's status in society. The analysis of all 
labor itself dominates all other ;realms. Labor is primitive or archaic organizations contradicts it, as 
substituted for all other forms of wealth and does the feudal symbolic order and even that of our 
exchange. Indifference to determined labor corre- societies, since all perspectives opened up by the 
sponds to a much more total determination of social contradictions of the mode of production drive us 
wealth by labor. And what is the conception of this hopelessly into political economy. 

is the qualitative and quantitative multiplication of This leads us to the radical of ~ a r x i i t  
use values. "The greater the extent to which historic theoretical discourse. When in the last instance 'm 

social production and intercourse, are posited as ' representation and real movement" (what Althusser 
necessary, the higher the level to which real wealth i will analyze precisely as the Production of a theoreti- 
has become developed. Regarded materially, wealth cal object), this theoretical production, itself taken 

critique of political economy is articulated: the split between the 
~lluvc~rlc~l~ UL pu~itical economy). netween tne tneory 

technical and the social division of labor, which is subject to the and the object-and this is valid not only for 
same analysis. Transfiguring the technical division as both sides Marxism - there is, in effect, a dialectical relation, 
of the social division, it thus preserves the fiction of an ideal dis- 
tribution of labor, of a concrete "non-alienated" productivity; 
and it universalizes the technical mode or technical reason. Thus dead end.10 It becomes 
the dialectic of productive forces-relations of production: every- the form production or the form representation. 
where the "dialectical" contradiction ends up as a Moebius 
band. But meanwhile this contradiction has circumscribed and 
universalized the field of production. p. 527. 
8. Contribution to the  Critique of Political Economy, op. 10. We will return to this reciprocal neutralization of the 

cit., pp. 298-299. theory and the object when we deal with the relations between 
9. Grundrisse, trans. M. Nicolaus (London: Pelican, 1973), Marxist theory and the workers' movement. 



CHAPTER 1 

Man S Double "Generic" Face. 
In fact the use value of labor power does not exist 

any more than the use value of products or the 
autonomy of signified and referent. The same fiction 
reigns in the three orders of production, consump- 
tion, and signification. Exchange value is what 
makes the use, value of products appear as its 
anthropological horizon. The exchange value of 
labor power is what makes its use value, the concrete 
origin and end of the act of labor, appear as its 
"generic" alibi. This is the logic of signifiers which the individual with his labor power and with his act 

produces the "evidence" of the "reality" of the of "transforming nature according to human ends." 

signified and the referent. In every way, exchange In a work, man is not only quantitatively exploited 

value makes concrete production, concrete con- as a productive force by the system of capitalist 
political economy, but is also metaphysically sumption, and concrete signification appear only in  

distorted, abstract forms. But it foments the overdetermined as a producer by the code of 

concrete as its ideological ectoplasm, its phantasm of political economy.12 In the last instance, the system 

origin and transcendence [dipassement]. In  this rationalizes its power here. A n d  in this Marxism 

sense need, use value, and the referent "do not assists the cunning of capital. It  convinces m e n  that 

exist."ll They are only concepts produced and . 
they are alienated by the sale of their labor power, 

projected into a generic dimension by the develop- thus censoring the much  more radical hypothesis 
that they might be alienated as labor power, as the ment of the very system of exchange value. 
'Ynaliena b1e"power of creating value by their labor. By the same token, the double potentiality of man 

If on the one hand Marx is interested in the later as needs and labor power, this double "generic" face 
fate of the labor power objectified in the production of universal man, is only man as produc&d by the 1 

process as abstract social labor (labor as its exchange system of political economy. And productivity is not 
primarily a generic dimension, a human and social value), Marxist theory, on the other hand, never 

kernel of all wealth to be extracted from the husk of challenges human capacity of production (energetic, 
physical, and intellectual), this productive potential 
of every man in every society "of transforming his 
environment into ends useful for the individual or 
the society," this A rbeitsvermogen. Criticism and 

2. Similarly for nature: there is not only the exploitation of 
re as a productive force, but overdetermination of nature as 
























